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ABSTRACT

Alternative assessment is any type of assessment other than standardized tests/achievement tests. Alternative assessments include observations, interviews, record reviews, and performance reviews that are less structured than formal assessments and may not be validated or tested for reliability. Examples of alternative assessments include portfolios, interest inventories, work samples, journals, observations, checklists, teacher made tests, and anecdotal records. This article pertains to the scoring of these types of alternative assessment using rubrics. As the title of this article implies, creating rubrics, rules for writing, scoring systems (checklists, rating scales, and holistic) will be provided along with a comparison of the three and errors that can be found that will decrease the validity of findings.
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Introduction

A rubric is a scoring guide with criteria for evaluating students’ work in direct relation to one or more of the program’s learning outcomes and a rating scale indicating differing levels of performance. There are several types of rubrics including checklists, rating scales, holistic rubrics and descriptive or analytic rubrics. Checklists as per the term basically is a list of defined items that faculty may look for either in terms of grading an assignment or assessing a knowledge or skill embedded within the assignment. Similarly, rating scales also consists of a list of items but with a scale to indicate the degree to which the items indicated in the list are present. Holistic rubrics don’t specify a list but rather have degree of performance or quality levels with brief narrative descriptions on what each performance level must contain. In other words, holistic rubrics assign a single score to an assignment or student work in which the criteria for the assignment is viewed as a whole.

Descriptive or analytic rubrics contain three components: a) a defined criteria, dimensions or components of an assignment, b) performance or quality level scale and c) a description box for each performance level and criteria. Analytic rubrics help identify strengths and weaknesses of students within the stated criteria/dimensions with analytic rubrics, each criterion is evaluated separately. By evaluating each criterion separately, the teacher receives specific diagnostic information, can give formative feedback to students, and provides an easier to link to instruction than holistic rubrics, are good for formative assessment, are adaptable for summative assessment and, if needed, provides an overall score for grading, as you can combine the scores.

However, analytic rubrics take more time to score than holistic rubrics and take more time to achieve inter-rater reliability than with holistic rubrics. Whereas with holistic rubrics, scoring is faster than with analytic rubrics, requires less time to achieve inter-rater reliability, and are good for summative assessment. However, a single overall score does not communicate information about what to do to improve, so they should not be used for formative assessment (Brookhart & Nitko, 2008). The best rubrics for assessing student learning outcome are those that contain measurable criteria with descriptors that are well defined, objective and mutually-exclusive (Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, 2017; King, & Baxter Magolda, 2005; Mertler, 2001).

An instructional rubric is usually a one- or two-page document that describes varying levels of quality, from excellent to poor for a specific assignment. It is usually used with a relatively complex assignment, such as a long-term project, an essay, or a research paper. Its purposes are to give the students informative feedback about their works in progress and to give detailed evaluations of their final product (as cited in 1).

A rubric is an assessment tool that lists the criteria for a piece of work or counts and articulates gradations of quality for each criterion, from excellent to poor. Rubrics enable teachers to give more informative feedback to students. The level at which they met each criterion on the rubric can be checked with individual comments. Those same rubrics can be used as the bases of formative peer and self-assessments. Rubrics help to keep teachers fair and unbiased. The criteria are clearly stated. Ancillary factors, like how hard the student tried, are less likely to influence an instructor when the work is assessed with a rubric in hand (as cited in 2).

Developing rubrics for a variety of accomplishments

In general, performance tests require four types of accomplishments from learners:

**Products:** Poems, essays, charts, graphs, exhibits, drawings, maps, etc.

**Complex cognitive processes:** Skills in acquiring, organizing, and using information
Observable performance: Physical movements as in dance, gymnastics, or typing; oral presentations; use of specialized equipment as in focusing a microscope; following a set of procedures as when dissecting a frog, bisecting an angle, or following a recipe.

Habits of mind and mental and behavioral habits, group work, and social skills: recognition skills.

As this list suggests, the effect of your teaching may be realized in a variety of ways (as cited in 3).

Creating Rubrics

Rubrics are becoming increasingly popular with educators moving toward more authentic, performance-based assessments. To make rubric more valuable, the rubric design process should engage students in the following steps:

1. Look at models: Show students’ examples of good and not-so-good work. Identify the characteristics that make the good ones good and the bad ones bad. Identify and justify the best assessment method by which to gather evidence of proficiency on outcomes/behaviors in the domain. (A product? An observation of actual behaviors or demonstrations? An essay? A portfolio?)

2. List criteria: Use the discussion of models to begin a list of what counts in quality work. Specify whether an analytic or holistic scoring rubric will be used, or some combination of the two.

3. Articulate gradations of quality: Describe the best and worst levels of quality, then fill in the middle levels based on your knowledge of common problems and the discussion of not-so-good work. Specify the scoring scheme or point-allocation scale to be used. Checklist, rating scale, or both? Develop a draft of a scoring rubric to score the responses. Use observable descriptors to define the quality of a response at different levels of acceptability. Try to operationally define each scale point.

4. Practice on models: Have students use the rubrics to evaluate the models you gave them in Step 1. Identify weights in terms of point values to be allocated to different components. This step is particularly relevant for analytic rubrics.

5. Use self- and peer-assessment: Give students their assignment. As they work, stop them occasionally for self- and peer-assessment. Design an exercise to capture the specified outcomes and behaviors in the domain. Write the instructions and prompts to elicit responses; set the context/conditions; provide instructions for assessors.

6. Revise: Always give students time to revise their work based on the feedback they get in Step 5.

7. Use teacher assessment: Use the same rubric students used to assess their work yourself. Try out the task on a sample of typical respondents. (Or, alternatively, perform the task yourself) Observe or gather data on the possible range of responses to the task(s).

8. List common errors, emissions, or inaccuracies that you find in typical responses, based on an error analysis, revise the descriptors of scale points on your rubric. Use the actual responses to tighten and clarify observable indicators at different levels quality.

9. Attempt scoring actual responses using the revised rubric. Evaluate the extent to which the rubrics facilitate consistent scoring by different, but knowledgeable, raters.

10. Check back to make sure that rubric matches with indicators originally specified in the domain, as this will ensure content-based validity of the results.

11. Hold on to some sample answers at each score point to use as “anchor papers” during scoring. This will enhance reliability by controlling scorer errors (as cited in 4-12).

Rules for Writing Scoring Rubrics

1. Use a different rubric for each of the identified performance dimensions.

2. Limit the rubric to 3 to 6 points indicating levels of competence. Create only as many levels as you can describe given the complexity of the work.
3. Begin with clear performance criteria related to each dimension of performance and related to your learning objectives.

4. Write clear descriptions of the performance levels represented by each point. These are general descriptions of each level of quality. Some rubrics give lists of discrete characteristics for different levels of quality; usually, however, these are simply rating scales disguised as rubrics since students might do well on one criterion but poorly on another. Therefore, if performance criteria are listed at the top of rubrics and then performance levels are holistic quality descriptions, rubrics are easier to apply.

5. Make certain that each performance level is distinct from each other level. Create separate scoring rubrics for each dimension of performance you want to target. Students should be able to see how their work matches the score received and what needs to be done to perform at a higher level (as cited in Taylor, & Nolen, 2005; 31-37).
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Choosing a Scoring System That Best Suits the Type of Accomplishment You Want to Measure

In general, there are three categories of rubrics to use when scoring performance tests: checklists, rating scales, and holistic scoring. Each has certain strengths and limitations, and each is more or less suitable for scoring products, cognitive processes, performances, and social skills.

Checklists

Checklists can be an efficient method of evaluating the level of skill mastery. Teachers can develop a checklist of skills, arranged in a consistent manner to systematically, quickly, and efficiently record whether specific skills or behaviors are or are not present. The purpose of the checklist should determine the kind of checklist that is used.

Checklists contain lists of behaviors, traits, or characteristics that can be scored as either present or absent. They are best suited for complex behaviors or performances which can be divided into a series of clearly defined, specific actions. Dissecting a frog, bisecting an angle, balancing a scale, making an audio tape recording, or tying a shoe are behaviors that require sequences of actions which can be clearly identified and listed on a checklist. Formats may vary.

Checklists can be used for an entire class or small groups, so that teachers can keep track of multiple students on one form rather than maintaining individual folders for each student being monitored. In this way, teachers can, at a glance, determine who does and does not need assistance in a specific area, a determination that is useful for instructional planning and program evaluation. In contrast, individual checklists are more useful for noting a particular student’s strengths and weaknesses.

To be most practical, checklists should be specific and have a realistic number of attainable
goals. The evaluative criteria should also be limited for ease of rating and scoring. Checklists are scored on a yes/no, present or absent, 0 or 1 points basis and should provide the opportunity for observers to indicate that they had no opportunity to observe the performance. Some checklists also include frequent mistakes that learners make when performing the task. In such cases, a Score of +1 may be given for each positive behavior, -1 for each mistake, and 0 for no opportunity to observe. Other indicators may include evidence of completion (e.g., x = finished, 0 = not finished; yes or no), qualitative criteria (e.g., excellent, good, fair, poor), or relative level of proficiency (e.g., M = mastered, E = emerging, NS = no skill) (as cited in Arter & McTighe, 2001: 15-20).

**Checklist Summary**

List of key attributes of good performance checked present or absent.

Quick; useful with large number of criteria

Results can lack depth.

**Rating Scales**

Rating scales are typically used for those aspects of a complex performance which do not lend themselves to yes/no or present/absent type judgments. The most common form of a rating scale is one which assigns numbers to categories of performance. This scale focuses the rater’s observations on certain aspects of the performance (accuracy, logic, organization, style, etc.) and assigns numbers to five degrees of performance (as cited in 21-22).

**Rating Scales Summary**

Performance continuum mapped on several point numerical scale ranging from low to high

Can record judgment and rationale with one rating.

Can demand extensive expensive development and training for raters.

**Holistic scoring**

Holistic scoring is used when the rater is more interested in estimating the overall quality of the performance and assigning a numerical value to that quality than assigning points for the addition or omission of a specific aspect of performance. Holistic scoring is typically used in evaluating extended essays, term papers, or some artistic performances such as dance or musical creations (as cited in 23-24). Whereas holistic scoring is a faster method to assess students, holistic scoring can fail to establish weaknesses in student learning (Brookhart, 2013).

**Combining Scoring Systems**

Good performance tests require learners to demonstrate their achievements through a variety of primary traits, for example, cooperation, research, delivery, etc. Several ratings, therefore; may need to be combined from checklists, rating scales, and holistic impressions to arrive at a total assessment (as cited in 25).

**Comparing the Three Scoring Systems**

Each of the three scoring systems has its particular strengths and weaknesses. The following are considerations in developing a scoring system:

1. **Ease of construction.** Refers to the time involved in generating a comprehensive list of the important aspects or traits of successful and unsuccessful performance. Checklists, for example, are particularly time-consuming, while holistic scoring is not.

2. **Scoring efficiency.** Refers to the amount of time required to score various aspects of the performance and sum these scores into an overall score.

3. **Reliability.** The likelihood of two raters independently coming up with a similar score; or the likelihood of the same rater coming up with a similar score on two separate occasions.

4. **Defensibility.** Refers to the ease with which you can explain your score to a student or parent who challenges it.

5. **Quality of feedback.** Refers to the amount of information that the scoring system gives to learners or parents concerning strengths and weaknesses of their performance (as cited in 26-30).
Scoring
Limit the number of points that the assessment or component of the assessment is worth to that which can be reliably discriminated.
For example: 25 points assigned to a particular product or procedure assumes that the rater can discriminate 25 degrees of quality. When faced with more degrees of quality than can be detected a typical rater may assign some points arbitrarily reducing the reliability of the assessment. No results

Checklists
You create a list of specific steps in a procedure or specific behaviors. You check each behavior that occurs. The list may be long.
These are primarily useful if the behaviors are in a sequence or if all the sub-tasks that make up the complete performance can be listed.
You create standards or criteria for evaluating a performance. Each standard has levels of competence, and you rate students according to how well they performed each standard as they complete the task.
These are especially useful if each standard can be judged according to the level of the degree of quality rather than as simply being present or absent (as cited in 38-40).

Rules for Developing Checklists and Rating Scales
1. Make sure the checklist or rating scale has a clear focus, based on the performance criteria.
2. For checklists or rating scales for internal states (conceptual understanding, thinking skills, attitude, etc.), list the behaviors that will allow you to make the necessary inferences. Providing information on target behaviors will help students understand what they must do to demonstrate their competence. It is especially important if others (parents, aides, peers) will be using the rating scale.
3. For specific knowledge (e.g., knows letters of alphabet) or procedural knowledge (e.g., how to focus a microscope), list the specific knowledge or procedural steps used to complete the task you plan to observe.
4. Use checklists for aspects of the performance that are all or nothing: Use terms like "yes/no," "present/absent," or "observed/not observed."
5. Use rating scales for performance aspects that can be judged in degrees. Use words to anchor the points of the rating scale relevant to the dimension of the performance to be assessed. Dimensions may relate to quality (e.g., effective, adequate, unacceptable), opinion (e.g., strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree), frequency (e.g., often, occasionally, rarely, never), degree of support (well supported, adequately supported, needs more support), accuracy (completely, mostly, partially), and others. Think carefully about what you want to know and how you want to look at it before deciding which dimension to use for your rating scale (as cited in Taylor & Nolen, 2005; 41-44).

Types of Rating Scales
Numerical Rating
Descriptive Rating
Descriptive Graphic Rating
Common Errors in Rating
Personal bias
Halo effect
Logical error
Personal Bias Error
Personal bias errors are indicated by a general tendency to rate all individuals at approximately the same position on the scale.
Generosity Error
Severity Error
Central Tendency Error
Central Tendency Error: When using a Likert scale that has an odd number you will be providing the rater with negative to the left and positive to the right and a “no rating” in the center. This “no rating” is the error of central tendency.
Use even numbers, which requires a “forced choice.” The rater must rate negative or positive because there is no middle ground rating.

Halo error occurs when a rater’s general impression of a student influences the rating of individual characteristics. This error can result in favorable or unfavorable ratings.

Logical error results when two characteristics are rated as more alike or less alike than they actually are because of the rater’s belief concerning their relationship.

All three types of errors can be markedly reduced by proper design and use (as cited in 45-48).

**Rating Scale Errors and How to Avoid Them**

You should be aware of several common errors that occur when teachers rate students. Teachers who do not use all of the points on a rating scale cause the following errors:

- **Leniency error** occurs when a teacher tends to make almost all ratings toward the high end of the scale, avoiding the low end.

- **Severity error** is the opposite of leniency error: A teacher tends to make almost all ratings toward the low end of the scale.

- **Central tendency error** occurs when a teacher hesitates to use extremes and uses the middle part of the scale only. Central tendency errors sometimes occur when a teacher has to make strong inferences about a student (e.g., regarding "creativity" or "dedication") and, in hesitation, the teacher tends to mark nearly everyone as average. Central tendency errors may occur when a teacher does not know the students very well.

**Using only certain parts** of the rating scale has two negative consequences. First, when you give only very high, very low, or "middle" ratings, you introduce your own quirks and biases into the ratings, thus lowering their validity for describing students’ ability in performing the task. Second, when your ratings bunch up and do not distinguish one students’ performance from another, they come unreliable, which in turn reduces the validity of the scores (as cited in 49-53).

Here are other common teacher rating errors.

A **halo effect** occurs when a teacher lets her general impression of the student affect how she rates the student on specific dimensions. For example, if you gave a student a higher rating for his project than the student deserves because you "just know" that the student is "really" very good, you would be committing the halo effect error.

The general "halo" you place around the student affects your ability to judge the students standing on specific performances. (The halo effect may work in reverse, of course: Your general impression of a student as "not very good may lead you to lower ratings on specific dimensions more than the student deserves.) One expression of the halo effect may occur when teachers need to make grading decisions for students whose assessment results put them on the border between two letter-grade categories: The error is that individuals who favorably impress a teacher are moved into the upper category; those who less favorably impress the teacher are moved into the lower category.

**Personal bias** occurs when a teacher tends to rate based on inappropriate or irrelevant stereotypes favoring boys over girls, whites over blacks, working families over welfare recipients, or particular families and individual students a teacher may dislike.

A **logical error** occurs when a teacher gives similar ratings on two or more dimensions of performance that the teacher believes are logically related but that are in fact unrelated. For example, a teacher may falsely believe that students with exceptionally high scores on scholastic aptitude tests also should be the top students in all subject areas. The teacher then marks the high-scoring aptitude test students differently from the way the low scorers are marked.

Logical errors are a result of a teacher’s ignorance and un-founded beliefs, rather than
the teacher's personal quirks and biases about individuals or groups of students (as cited in 54-56).

Other errors occur when "outsiders" rate performance assessments. When states and large school districts implement performance assessments, individuals other than their teachers usually rate students' work. In these cases, the raters are trained in and practice using a particular scoring rubric.

- **Rater drift** occurs when the raters, whose ratings originally agreed, begin to redefine the rubrics for themselves. As a result, the raters no longer produce ratings that agree, with the original rubrics even though they were trained on the same rubrics. The remedy for this is to monitor the ratings and to retrain those raters who appear to have drifted away from agreed-upon standards (57-58).

- **Reliability decay** is a related error: Immediately after training, raters apply the rubrics consistently across students and mark consistently with one another. However, as time passes, the ratings become less consistent, both across students and across raters. Monitoring and retraining are remedies for this effect, too (as cited in 59-60).

**Conclusion**

**Checklists, rating scales** and rubrics are tools that state specific criteria and allow teachers and students to gather information and to make judgements about what students know and can do in relation to the outcomes. They are used to assess children’s learning **strengths and weaknesses** in curriculum objectives and document progress in learning (as cited in 61,62)
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